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Student Name ___________________________________________________

The First Draft was graded only for being on time, being complete, and using the proper format. The writing and content was not evaluated.

Grade: ___________

24

Self-evaluation complete: Yes No
Title page: OK Fix
Printed: OK Fix
Double Spaced: OK Fix
12 point, standard type face: OK Fix
Pages numbered: OK Fix
Satisfactory visual: OK Fix
3 to 4 pages long: OK Fix
Margins: OK Fix
Min. 3 citations in body of paper: OK Fix
Min. 3 sources in Bibliography: OK Fix
Correct Bibliography form: OK Fix

Instructions for the Second Draft of your paper:

1. Fix any problems you identified in your self-evaluation and fix any problems identified above.

2. Have an adult, or student you trust, evaluate your paper (Peer/Adult Evaluation).

3. Fix any problems identified in the Peer/Adult Evaluation and prepare the second draft for the teacher’s evaluation and grade.